The basketball court and rubber running track area are to remain and be maintained. To the northeastern end the existing courts, arena area where the ball always stays in play. Spectator seating is provided adjacent the ring and alongside.

The eastern end of the lawn area is removed and a ‘Panna’ ball ring provides a challenging and compact ball area. The northeastern entrance is through a new gateway, flanked either side with artificial turf mounds and timber sleepers embedded into the ground surface drawing on the journey from the ‘Hills to the City’. Musical bells within the timber create an interactive playspace with talking tubes connected through both mounds, adding to the sound element of installation.

The stepping stone activity trail continues behind the mound and links in with the relocated sand pit edged with stone. A rock lined swale with timber bridge adjacent is planted with sedges and rushes, and collects the water from the swale and deals with the drainage issues. An additional bench seat is located to the front of the garden bed and surrounded by a ‘message stick’ installation.

A series of existing alcoves beneath the trees work as learning spaces for the productive garden or additional relaxation area at play time. The productive garden can be adapted to accommodate curriculum, budget and capacity.

The existing landscape and infrastructure has been adapted and updated to respond the new site layout. The theme of ‘Avenues’ creates a shaded, naturalistic core of the site, linking the eastern and western ends.

The eastern aspect of the site is removed and a ‘Panna’ ball ring provides a challenging and compact ball area for artistic applications looking at the journey through the site.

The existing play equipment opposite the music room and hall is to be replaced with natural play opportunities including a new timber deck, sand pit, water play, decking platform and/ or balance beam. The existing climbing equipment has been removed and a new play and shape structure through painted stepping stones and games painted on the bollards. Ball sports are encouraged with templates painted on the ground as well as links to the eastern side of the gym.

The vine covered walkway between buildings 3 and 5 is improved with polycarbonate roof insertions to the existing pergola to add more light. The existing raised garden bed is removed along with an area of redbrick paving and a grassed ground surface, post seating and an area of shade tolerant planting create an inviting teaching environment, with seating alcoves beneath the trees.

The educational level of the site is increased with a series of walking trails and integrated features. The existing garden beds to the eastern side of the main building are planted out with a new mixture of indigenous plants and species.

The existing garden beds to the northern and western sides of the school can be replanted with a formal layout, and the extension of the picket fence from Westminster Street to the main entrance. This will reinforce the importance of the main entrance and the picket fence can expand on the journey of the site, transitioning from the traditional cream to a more colourful and contemporary context as it reaches the new building.